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proxy 

performance, ergonomics, 

simplicity. 

An enhancement to our current Proxy 

offering with upholstered back 

models that delivers a refined, 

contemporary aesthetic while 

maintaining the original beauty, 

comfort and value.  
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proxy 

cool comfort air flow through 
the resilient knit over a metal 
frame back are the heritage 
of the Proxy collection  
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proxy 

providing the same back support 
and comfort while maintaining 
the thin profile with the addition 
of cantilever arm options 
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proxy 

a hard-working, 
multi-use offering 
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proxy 

sit-to-stand 
 
with a foot ring set 9” from the 
floor and a 10° limited tilt for 
safety, the sit-to-stand models 
allow you to adjust from desk 
height surface to… 
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proxy 

 
 
…collaborative spaces with 
surfaces adjusted to counter 
height simply and seamlessly 
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proxy 

stools 
 
elevated seating applications with 
low back models continue to offer 
same comfort and lumbar support 
in a lower profile, with a foot ring 
13” from the floor and a 10° limited 
tilt for safety 
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proxy 

new features and options on knit 
back models, including thin profile, 
adjustable arm, update the Proxy 
product offering 
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proxy 

upholstered back detail 
 
standard double stitch 
optional zipper 
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three back heights 
 
low back 
mid back (knit back model) 
high back 
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proxy 

features and options 

knit back color selection 

upholstered back detail upholstered high back stitch detail 

white river dancing silver jet black sandy beige barely blue rockin’ red 

handle double stitch zipper 
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proxy 

features and options 

arm selection 

urethane loop 

arm 

slim profile 

adjustable T arm 

urethane  

cantilever arm 

mechanism selection 

swivel tilt syncro 

chair base selection 

black 

polyurethane 

aluminum 

sit-to-stand base selection stool base selection 

black 

polyurethane 

aluminum black 

polyurethane 

aluminum 

black nylon 
hard wheel 

grey urethane 
soft wheel 

aluminum 

cantilever arm 

with black arm 

cap 

aluminum 

cantilever arm 

with grey arm 

cap 
caster selection
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proxy 

statement of line 

 

48 models for every 

application and functional 

requirement 

 

knit back 

upholstered back 

 

swivel tilt 

synchro 

 

chair 

sit-to-stand 

stool 

upholstered low back 
armless swivel tilt 

upholstered low back 
armless swivel tilt 

knit mid back 
loop arm swivel tilt 

upholstered mid back 
T arm synchro 

upholstered mid back 
cantilever arm swivel tilt 

upholstered mid back 
T arm swivel tilt 

knit mid back 
cantilever arm swivel tilt 

upholstered high back 
T arm synchro 

upholstered high back 
cantilever arm swivel tilt 
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available December 2017 

proxy
executive & conference swivel seating
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Additional resources can 

be found at 

jsifurniture.com 
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